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Building a New Public Idea about Language MARY LOUISE PRATT
It was a fancy California wedding party at a big Bay Area hotel. The groom's family spoke Urdu, and the bride's spoke Gujarati and Urdu. Both were practicing Muslims, but she was from southern California, sometimes regarded by northerners as too laid-back. The groom was attended by his two best friends from high school, one of Mexican-Jewish-Anglo parentage and the other of Chinese and Japanese descent via Hawai'i and Sacra mento. The groom's younger sister was master of ceremonies. During a long program of toasts and tributes, English was the lingua franca, with a few departures for jokes or tears (it was the fathers who wept). Two poets performed. One, an elder known for his verbal skill and love of literature, recited a long celebratory poem in Urdu that deeply moved many of the adults. The other was a friend of the newlyweds, a young man of Syrian and Anglo-American parents. He performed in English a long lively poem, also composed for the occasion and rooted in contemporary hip-hop. The
Mexican-Jewish-Anglo best man brought down the house with a bilingual Urdu-English joke a youngster had told him. I marveled yet again at the gorgeous, strenuous creativity of our transculturated young. At the same time I mourned the fact that the younger poet, a lover of literature who taught English at a community college, would probably never have a chance to study the elder's poetic tradition or that of his own Syrian parent. What's wrong with this linguistic picture? More than meets the eye.
Even the Urdu-speaking young at the wedding did not understand the for mal language of the elder's poem. Yet Urdu, as the groom's generation loses it, turns up on the government's list of critical languages of which educated bilingual speakers are urgendy needed. Urdu was the groom's first language, but he had never had the chance to learn to read or write it or develop adult competence in speaking. ships especially between grandparents and grandchildren is one of the great est costs, socially and psychically. Often when they reach their late teens, young people seek to reconnect with their first language and its culture. Par ents who do try to develop their languages of origin in their children often find this difficult to do in the absence of social support for their efforts.
The opposite and equally false argument is also made at times, that immi grants and their children do not want to learn English and must be compelled to do so. This widespread belief is disproved by every survey done on the sub ject. Families whose first language is not English consistently report that, given a real choice, their preference for their children would be bilingualism.1
The problem immigrants complain of most often is the lack of opportunities to learn English. This is the single biggest obstacle many immigrants face. No group has more standing than the scholarly community to belie the "primary school or never" myth; we are its living, breathing counterexam ples. In North America most native English speakers who become scholars of non-English languages and cultures began to study those languages in their teens or twenties. Many of us learn new languages to do research. We are evidence that while it may never be too early to start language learning, it is also never too late. "Never too early, never too late" needs to be a prominent theme in the new public idea about language. It is true that our failure to teach languages at an early age is detrimental to society as a whole; it is also true that motivated and capable language learners can turn up at any point in the education system, and when they do, there should be opportunities and incentives for them to learn.
Misconception 4: The primary public need for language expertise is national se curity (see, e.g., Baron; Simon). The stakes go far beyond security, as the national security agencies readily agree. focused training required to achieve a broad and deep oral or literate knowl edge of multiple languages. There are many kinds and degrees of language competence, and all have benefits. Knowing a language well enough to get by in the day to day is very different from knowing a language well enough to read sophisticated texts, write, develop adult relationships, exercise one's profession, move effectively in a range of contexts, and adapt quickly to new situations. Though everyone knows these differences exist, the current pub lic idea of language has no way of talking about them, just as it has no way of talking about the many kinds of language learning. Advanced competence requires a large investment of time and money for intensive work and study abroad. This is as true for heritage speakers as it is for nonnatives. The idea that language learning just comes naturally obscures the roles long-term training and experience abroad play in the development of advanced lan guage abilities, whether in first languages or added ones.5
One of the criteria that define advanced competence is the ability to use a language effectively in complex settings beyond the construction of grammatical utterances. Questions are a good example, not least because they lie at the heart of the geopolitics of language interaction. Knowing how to construct a grammatical interrogative in a language is a far cry in deed from knowing how to elicit information effectively in that language.
A political scientist once told me of an asylum hearing where a judge was asking arriving refugees whether they were afraid to return to El Salvador.
To the judge's surprise the reply was usually no, even when it was known that returning meant certain death. The judge, it turned out, was asking the wrong question. For the asylum seekers, to acknowledge fear was to display cowardice and increase one's vulnerability. When the judge began asking instead, "What will happen to you if you return?," the critical infor mation could emerge.
Advanced competence involves the ability to conduct mature human re lationships in the language. Whether these relationships are social, profes sional, or strategic, they involve knowledge far beyond the grammatical. Such knowledge can be acquired at any stage of life, but it takes time, work, and instruction. Identifying advanced competence as a specific educational goal helps explain why language?including one's native language?has to be taught with as much effort and seriousness as mathematics or music.
The burgeoning demand for applied linguists suggests a recognition of this fact. The public idea of language needs to catch up. 
